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GEOMAP Series) — folded map with explanatory
text
Sheet 2: Aeromagnetic anomaly map of West
Antarctica (Weddell Sea sector) (BAS GEOMAP
Series)
Sheet 3: Geological map of Adelaide Island to
Foyn Coast (BAS GEOMAP Series) — folded map
with explanatory text
Sheet 4: Geological map of Shackleton Range,
Antarctica (BAS GEOMAP Series) — folded map
with explanatory text
Sheet 5A: Geomorphological map of Byers
Peninsula, Livingston Island (BAS GEOMAP
Series) — folded map with explanatory text
Sheet 6A and 6B: Geology and geomorphology of
Deception Island (BAS GEOMAP Series)
Geomorphology of St Andrews Bay — Royal Bay,
South Georgia
Geomorphology of Stromness — Cumberland
Bay, South Georgia
Topographical Survey and Mapping of British
Antarctic Territory, South Georgia and South
Sandwich Islands 1944–1986
							

International Publications
The BGS publish and re-sell various books and maps for non-UK locations — some are listed here but many more are available. Contact
the Sales Desk for more information.

Falkland Island Government
Holiday Geology Guidecards
Title

Author

Publication date

ISBN

Price

Falkland Islands; reading the rocks — a geological
travelogue

Stone, P and Aldiss, D

2007

0852723717

£1.95

Falkland Islands; stone runs — rock in the landscape

Stone, P, and Aldiss, D

2001

0852723989

£1.95

Fossils from the Falkland Islands

Stone, P and Aldiss, D

2002

0852724470

£1.95

Falkland Islands — offshore geology and exploration

Richards, P

2003

0852724594

£1.95

South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands — rocky
enigmas in the South Atlantic explained

Stone, P and Smellie, J

2002

0852724160

£1.95

South Georgia: a landscape from rock, ice and sea

Stone, P and Walton, D

2002

0852724462

£1.95

South Georgia: the rocks and fossils

Stone, P

2003

0852724667

£1.95

Rocks and fossils of the Falkland Islands

Stone, P, Aldiss, D and Edwards, E

2005

0852724942

£9

Geology of the Falkland Islands Solid Geology Maps
1:250 000 Scale — Price £10
Title

Edition

Publication date

Folded ISBN/order
code

Flat ISBN/order
code

Price

Geology of the Falkland Islands.
East Sheet
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£10
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Geology of the Falkland Islands.

S
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£20

West Sheet
Geology of the Falkland Islands - pair

Book
Rocks and fossils of the Falkland Islands. Stone, P, Aldiss, D and Edwards, E. 2005. 0852724942. £9
The Falkland Islands have a remarkable geological history: African origins going back 1000 million years, a 400 million-year-old shoreline
teeming with marine life, and ice age 300 million years ago succeeded by the spread of forests, and emigration to the New World as the
Atlantic Ocean opened a mere 150 million years ago — with rotation so that north became south in the process. This colourful account
illustrates the rocks and fossils, shows how their features reveal the details of those ancient environments, and explains how more recent
climate changes has wrought the rocks into the unique Falkland landscape.
Reports and Data
The geology of the Falkland Islands. Aldiss, D T and Edwards, E J. 1999. 100 pp. Order code: WC/99/010. £50
The geology of the Falkland Islands CD-Rom. 1999. Order Code: WC/99/010/CD. £60 (inc VAT)
Geological report (as above) plus digital images of the two 1:250 000 scale solid geology maps; digital geological information for the
1:250 000 scale superficial geology map and for each of the 29 1:50 000 scale geological sheets (uncoloured and no topography).

Commission on the Geological Map of the World
The BGS Acts as an agent on behalf of the Commission on the Geological Map of the World (CGMW), selling a selection of the small scale
maps produced by the Commission. These maps complement the larger scale maps produced by national surveys. For more information,
see http://ccgm.free.fr.

Geological maps
Geological map of the World (in two sheets)
World geological map, at 1:50 000 000 scale, covering two themes over two map sheets.
Sheet 1: Physiography, volcanoes, astroblemes – Pacific-centred. 2009. Flat only. Order Code 600000639X £9
Sheet 2: Geology and structure – Atlantic-centred. 2009. Flat only. Order Code 6000006403 £9

World geological map. 3rd Edition. 2010. Order Code 6000006640. £27.50
Three map sheets at 1:25 000 000 scale: Old World, New World, Polar Areas and Legend. The main sheets can be assembled as an Atlantic- or Pacific- centred display map.
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International geological map of Africa. 1990. Order Code WIGMA £50
This atlas comprises 6 sheets of which one is the General Legend: each of the 5 geological sheets includes its own local legend. The offshore surrounding areas are mapped with bathymetry, magnetic anomalies and age of the oceanic crust, fracture zones, thickness of the
overlying sedimentary cover, earthquake epicentres and location of DSDP boreholes. May be assembled to form a mural map. Bilingual:
English/French. A CGMW/UNESCO co-publication, with the financial support of BRGM. Size of each map sheet: 94 cm × 92 cm: legend:
94 cm × 72 cm. Scale: 1:5 000 000.
The changing face of the Earth: the break-up of Pangaea and continental drift over the past 250 million years in ten steps. Paperback
with CD ROM. 2003. ISBN 9231039008 £10.50
Geologic time scale 2008. 3rd edition. 2008. Folded only. Order Code: 6000005474. £3.50
Plate tectonics from Space. 2006. Folded: Order Code 600000236. Flat: Order Code 6000004087 £8.50
Satellite measurements of surface motions of Earth’s lithospheric plates are accumulating fast, and a spectacular image of horizontal
crustal deformation is emerging, solving plate kinematics enigma here and there and raising new questions elsewhere. The objective of
this map is to show the current plate tectonics framework in the light of these new satellite measurements, superimposed onto a physiographic basemap obtained also from space techniques. 1 sheet. Scale: 1:50 000 000.
1:5 000 000 International geological map of Europe and adjacent areas. 2005. Folded only. Order Code CGMWEUR. £14
This new edition extends further to the north and the west covering a large part of the North Atlantic, Greenland, and the European Arctic
continental shelf (Barents Sea), as well as the West Siberian shelf (Kara Sea). To the south, the mapped areas stretch from the Canaries
Islands and southern Morocco to the far end of the Persian Gulf. An important innovation is the inclusion of the geological mapping information of the offshore areas, which represent around 60% of the map surface. The map has been generated digitally and is underpinned
by a fully geoscientific spatial database. Scale: 1:5 000 000. Lambert conform conic projection. Total surface of the map 167 cm x 127 cm.
1:10 000 000 International geological map of Europe and adjacent areas. 2005. Flat only. Order Code CGMWR. £14
reduced scale version of the 1:5 000 000 map. (65 x 85 cm).

Seismotectonic maps
Seismotectonic map of the World. 2002. Order Code WSTMW. £20
This map (in 3 sheets) shows a compilation of worldwide major seismic
data spanning five millennia: earthquakes are shown according to their
magnitude, plotted onto a continental and oceanic geostructural and
neotectonic base map, together with data concerning plate kinematics,
significant maximum horizontal stress orientations and the main recent
and present-day active volcanoes.
Comprises 3 sheets (total size: 207 cm × 100 cm): Old World, New World, Polar areas and legend. Scales: 1:25 000 000 at Equator (Mercator projection), for the 2 main sheets: 1:26 000 000 for Antarctic and 1:17 000 000 for Arctic (stereographic projections). UNESCO
Publishing/Commission for the Geological Map of the World (CGMW).
Seismotectonic map of the World (reduced scale map). Flat only. Order Code WSTMR. £7
Scale: 1:50 000 000 at Equator in 1 sheet. 2002. Based on the 1:25 000 000 scale map (see above). Size: 118 cm × 51 cm.
This map provides a global overview of seismicity around the world: the aim is to heighten awareness of these events and their secondary effects among the general public and also to improve programmes for earthquake-risk mitigation.
World stress map. 2007. Flat only. Order Code CGMWWS. £10.50
Shows ‘the tectonic regime and the orientation of the contemporary maximum horizontal compressional stress at more than 12 000
locations within the Earth’s crust’. Scale: 1:46 000 000 plus CD. Size: 120 cm × 54 cm.
Seismotectonic map of the Middle East. Flat only. Order Code WSMME. £20
This map covers a seismically highly active region. 1013 major historical earthquakes are
plotted, ranging from the 3rd millennium BC to 1900 AD, as well as 3029 teleseismic events
of the 20th century, with a magnitude of 5 and over: their magnitude and focal depth are
indicated. Geological Survey of Iran/ CGMW co-publication.1 sheet, in English. Scale:
1:5 000 000. 1992. Size: 96.5 cm × 76.5 cm.
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Metamorphic Maps
Metamorphic map of South and East Asia. Flat only. Order Code WMSEA. £8.50
1 sheet, with separate explanatory notes. CGMW publication in English. Scale: 1:10 000 000. 1984. Size: 105 cm x 78 cm.

Mineral & metallogenic maps
Metallogenic Map of South America. Folded only. Order Code
6000005458. £35
This map is published by the Geological and Mining Survey of Argentina, under the
aegis of CGMW and the Ibero-American Association of Geological and Mining Surveys
(ASGMI). It covers an area of about 18 million km² and depicts the main characteristics
of 1500 metallic and industrial mineral deposits located in their tectonostratigraphic
context. The map was based on the GIS of the Geological Map of South America (2001)
the geological formations of which were reclassified and aggregated in order to define
tectonogratigraphic and metallogenic units.
Comprises 4 folded sheets plus separate explanatory notes (trilingual: English/Spanish/Portuguese). Scale: 1:5 000 000. 2nd edition, 2005. Size of each sheet: 89 cm ×
66 cm.
Metallogenic Map of South and East Asia. Flat only. Order Code
WMMSEA. £40
A CGMW/UNESCO co-publication in English.This map shows the major oredeposits, their geological environment, the type of deposits, the age and the size of
mineralisation. Comprises 4 sheets plus 1 legend sheet. Scale: 1:5 000 000. 1985. Size of
each sheet: 108 cm × 77 cm.
International Metallogenic Map of Africa. Order Code WIMMA. £42
This 4-sheet map is based on the International Geological Map of Africa at
1:5 000 000, produced in 1985–1990, up-dated where applicable. Mineral deposit
data (location, name of the more important deposits, commodities present, status,
shape or type of deposit, orientation, and size) are portrayed against a background
depicting the chronostratigraphic succession of sedimentary and volcanic sequences
and intrusive magmatic bodies, the geotectonic setting of orogenic domains, or
genetic host rock environment, and distinguishing the lithology of magmatic and
metamorphic rocks. Mineral deposits are numbered and referenced according to a 5°
latitude × 5° longitude grid. Dual French/English Legend.
Comprises a wall map supplied as 4 sheets covering the African continent, Madagascar and other islands, parts of the Arabian Peninsula, parts of southern Europe and
Legend. CGMW/Council for Geoscience co-publication.
Scale: 1:5 000 000 Transverse Mercator Projection. 2002. Overall size when mounted
172 cm x 222 cm.
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International Geological Maps
Some maps produced as part of the Survey’s participation in geological work abroad (normally outside Europe and North America) are
available for sale. The countries and major themes are indicated in the following list. Coverage of each country or region may only be
partial and maps may cover several themes. Details of individual maps, series, prices and availability may be obtained from the Sales Desk
Africa
Geological: Lesotho, Malawi, Sierra Leone, Somalia/Somali Republic, Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania
Metalliferous minerals: Somalia/Somali Republic
Asia
Geological: Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Yemen/South Yemen
Geochemical & mineral locations: Oman
Southeast Asia
Geological: Malaysia
Geochemical: Hong Kong, Thailand
Mineral: Indonesia, Thailand
Energy resources: Indonesia
Central & South America
Geological: Belize, Ecuador, Jamaica, Peru, Trinidad & Tobago
Geochemical, metallogenic & geological: Bolivia, Ecuador
Tectonic: Ecuador.

Copyright of BGS maps, publications and other materials
About BGS Copyright
The copyright of materials derived from the British Geological Survey’s work is vested in the Natural Environment Research Council
(NERC). Subject to the general permissions granted below, no part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means, or stored in a retrieval system of any nature, without the prior written permission of the copyright holder, which permission the
BGS’ Head, Intellectual Property Rights is empowered to give on behalf of NERC.
BGS is the successor department to the Institute of Geological Sciences (IGS), for both of whom copyright for maps and other
publications is vested in NERC. Copyright of former IGS materials still rests with NERC (BGS), and may not be copied or supplied to third
parties without BGS’ express consent.
Permission to reproduce BGS materials for non-commercial use
The BGS encourages the use of its materials in promoting geological and environmental sciences. Subject to compliance with any other
stated terms and conditions of use related to specific content, BGS gives non-exclusive permission to reproduce free of charge:
▪▪ any BGS figures, sketches, illustrationsi, diagrams, map extracts and cross-sections appearing on the BGS website (but excluding any
BGS-hosted websites); and/or
▪▪ any BGS figures, sketches, illustrations, diagrams, map extracts and cross-sections from any BGS published academic papers, books,
reports, guides or mapsii
▪▪ for personal, academic, educational, non-commercial research or other non-commercial uses and subject to appropriate
acknowledgement.
▪▪ Further details are available at: http://www.bgs.ac.uk/about/copyright/non_commercial_use.htm.
Acknowledgements
Where BGS copyright material is being used, the following acknowledgement must accompany the reproduced BGS material:
‘Reproduced with the permission of the British Geological Survey © NERC. All rights Reserved’. Where figures, sketches, illustrations,
diagrams, map extracts or cross-sections are used as the basis of specifically generated illustrations, the source of he material should be
cited as follows: ‘Based upon [source details], with the permission of the British Geological Survey’.
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